This paper is concerned with the coordinate-free approach to control systems. We present two criteria for feedback stabilizability for MLMO systems in which transfer functions belong to the total rings of fractions of commutative rings.
Introduction
In this paper we are concerned with the coordinate-free approach to control systems. This approach is a factorization approach but does not require the coprime factorizations of the plant.
The factorization approach to control systems has the advantage that it embraces, within a single framework, numerous linear systems such as continuous-time as well as discrete-time systems, lumped as well as distributed systems, 1-D as well as n-D systems, etc.[l2]. This factorization approach was patterned after Desoer er a1. [3] and Vidyasagar er al. [12] . In this approach, when problems such as feedback stabilization are studied, one can focus on the key aspects of the problem under study rather than be distracted by the special features of a particular class of linear systems. A transfer function of this approach is given as the ratio of two stable causal transfer functions and the set of stable causal transfer functions forms a commutative ring. For a long time, the theory of the factorization approach had been founded on the coprime factorizability of transfer matrices, which is satisfied in the case where the set of stable causal transfer functions is such a commutative ring as a Euclidean domain, a principal ideal, or a BCzout domain. However, Anantharam in [I] showed that there exist models in which some stabilizable plants do not have right-/left-coprime factorizations.
Recently, Shankar and Sule in [SI have presented a theory of feedback stabilization for single-input single-output (SISO) transfer functions having fractions over general integral domains. Moreover, Sule in [9, IO] has presented a theory of the feedback stabilization of strictly causal plants for multiinput multi-output (MIMO) transfer matrices, in which transfer functions belong to the total rings of fractions of commu-
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tative rings, with some restrictions. Their approach to the control systems is called a "coordinate-free approach'(t8, p. 151) in the sense that they do not require the coprime factorizahility of transfer matrices. Our objective of this paper is to decrease the restrictions in order to make further comprehensive theory of the coordinate-free approach, so that the theory can be applied to more and more linear control models including ones not well understood yet.
The main contribution of this paper consists of providing two criteria for feedback stahilizability for MIMO systems in which transfer functions belong to the total rings of fractions of commutative rings: the first criterion is expressed in terms of modules ((ii) of Theorem3.1) and the other in terms of ideals called generalized elementary factors ((iii) of Theorem 3.1 ).
Feedback Stabilization Problem
The stabilization problem considered in this paper follows For further details the reader is referred to [7. 9, Ill. Let a commutative ring A represent the set of stable causal transfer functions. The total ring of fractions of A, denoted by 3, consists of all possible transfer functions. The set of matrices of size x x y over A, denoted.by AZXY, coincides with the set of stable causal transfer matrices of size x x y. Also the set of matrices of size x x y over 3, denoted by 3 F " x Y , coincides with all possible transfer matrices of size z x y. Throughout the paper, the plant we consider has m inputs and n outputs, and its transfer matrix, which itself is also called simply a plant, is denoted by P and belongs to F X " .
We will occasionally consider matrices over A (3) as ones over A, or 3 (F(Af)) by natural mapping. Definition 2.1 Define pad by
z and y are positive integers}.
For P E F X m and C E F""", the matrix H(P,C) E (3),+" is defined by provided (P> C) E pd. This H(P, C) is the transfer matrix from [U:
e:]t of the feedback system C. If (i) (P,C) E Fd and (ii) H(P, C) E (A),,,+n, then we say that the plant P is sfabilizable, P is stabilized by C, and C is a stabilizing contmller of P .
Here we define the causality of transfer functions, which is an important physical constraint, used in this paper. We employ the definition of 
A transfer function in ' P ( P s ) is called causal (srricrly causal). SimilarIy, if every entry of a transfer matrix over 3 is in P (P,), the transfer matrix is called causal (strictly causal). A transfer matrix is said to be 2-nonsingular if the determinant is in A\Z, and 2-singular otherwise.
In this paper, we do not assume that the prime spectrum of A is irreducible and the plant P i s strictly causal as in [9] .
Alternatively, in the rest of the paper we assume only the following:
Assumption 2.1 The given plant is causal in the sense of Definition 2.2. It should he noted that when using "a stabilizing controller," we do not guarantee the causality. However, in the classical case of the factorization approach, once we restrict ourselves to strictly proper plants, it is known that any stabilizing controller of strictly causal plant is causal (cf.Corollary5.2.20 of [Ill, Theorem4.1 of 1121). One can see. in fact, that many practical systems are strictly causal. On the other hand, including noncausal stabilizing controllers s e e m to make the theory easy and simple in the mathematical viewpoint. From these observations, we have accepted the possibility of the noncausality of stabilizing controllers.
In our case, the fact "any stabilizing controller of strictly causal plant is causal" will still holds (Proposition 6.2 of [7] ). Further we will show that for any causal plant there exists a causal stabilizing controller (Proposition 6.1 of [7] ). respectively. We will use, for example, the notations 'Tp, W p , 'Tc, and WC for the matrices P and C over 3.
Suppose that A, 8, A, 3 
MainResults
To state our results precisely we define the notion of generalized elementary factors, which is a generalization of the elementary factors used in [9] . Then the main theorem will be presented. Generalized Elementary Factors Originally, the elementary factors have been defined over unique factorization domains. We enlarge this concept in the case of commutative rings.
Before stating the definition, we introduce several symbols used in the definition and widely in the rest of this paper. The symbol Z denotes the set of all sets of m distinct integers between 1 and m + n (recall that m and n are the numbers of the inputs and the outputs, respectively). Normally, an element of Z will be denoted by I, possibly with suffixes such as integers. We will use an element of 2 as a suffix as well as a set. For I E 2, if it, . . . , i , are elements of I in ascending order, that is, i, < i b if a < b, then the symbol AI denotes the rn x (m + n) matrix whose (k,ik)-entry is 1 for i h E I and zero otherwise. Whenever we use the symbol A with some suffix, it will denote a generalized elementary factor. We will also frequently use the symbols X and XI with I E Z as panicular elements of A p l .
Note also that for every 1 in Z, the generalized elementary factor of the plant with respect to I is not empty since it contains at least zero. In the case where the set of stable causal transfer functions is a unique factorization domain, the generalized elementary factor of the plant with the matrix ArT being nonsingular becomes a principal ideal and the generator of its radical an elementary factor of the matrix T up to a unit multiple. Analogously, the elementary factor of the matrix W corresponds to the generalized elementary factor of the transposed plant P'.
Main Results We are now in position to state our main results. (i) The plant P is stabilizable.
(ii) The A-modules 7 p and W p arepmjective.
(iii) The ser of all generalized elemenrary factors of P generates A; that is, Ehp, = A . Further for a matrix X over 3(R),
The proof is omitted (see [7] ). Note here that in the proposition above, the controller C need not be a Stabilizing controller. For the case where C is a stabilizing controller, see Lemma2 of [9] . We can consider that the proposition above, especially the relations ~P , R @ 7c,n = TH(P,C),R Y 'TH(c,P),R, gives an interpretation of the structure of the feedback system in the sense that the module generated by the feedback system is given as the direct sum of the modules generated by the plant and the controller. In the proof (' ' (i)-(iiY) of Theorem3.1, this proposition will play a key role.
Before moving to the next, we present an easy lemma useful to give results for the transposed plants. 2-nonsingularity of 'lkansfer Matrices In order to prove the stabilizahility of the given causal plant, which will be necessary in the proof of the main theorem (Theorem3.1). we should show the existence of the stabilizing controller. To do so, we will need to show that the denominator matrix of the stabilizing controller is nonsingular. The following result will help this matter.
Lemma4.2 Suppose that there exist matrices A, B, Ct, C z over A such that rhe following square matrix is 2 -nonsinnular: (3) where the matrix A is square and the matrices A and B have same number of columns. Then there existsa matrix Rover A such that the matrix A + RB is 2-nonsingular.
Before starting the proof, it is worth reviewing some easy facts about the prime ideal 2. This proof mainly follows that ofLemma4. 4 
.21 of [ I l l .
If the matrix A itself is 2-nonsingular, then we can select the zero matrix as R. Hence we assume in the following that A is 2-singular.
Since (3) 
R ] and [A'
0 Coprimeness and Generalized Elementary Factors We present here that for each non-nilpotent element X of the generalized elementary factors, the plant has a right-coprime factorization over AA. This will be independent of the stahilizability of the plant. Suppose that X is in \/;i;;; but not nilpotent. Then, the Ax-
The proof is omitted, which can he found in [7] .
The lemma below will be used in the proof ("(ii+(iii)") of the main theorem by letting R = A/. where f is an element of the generalized elementary factor of the plant hut not nilpotent. is a unit of A for any nilpotent x (cf. (2, p.101) .
(However, we note that other zerodivisors cannot be excluded from the set F.) The rank of the free Af-module Tp,,a, i s m , since m rows of the denominator matrix D are independent over df as well as over A. Analogously the rank of W , a , is n.
In order to show that (iii) holds, it suffices to show that 
with a nonnegative integer U and a matrix Kf E A(m+")xm.
In order to prove the relation C I C F ( f E )
we will first show the relation and then
Observe first that det( f"A,K/) E Apr because det(fYAIKf)T = f""K,adj(A,K/)A,T.
Since every element of I , a ( f V K / ) is an A-linear combination of det( f"ArK,)'s for all I t Z, we have (5).
We next present (6 (7) is invertible. For each I E I. let I be the ordered set of n distinct integers between 1 and m + n excluding m integers in I and let G , . . . , in ascending order. Let
A-E A'"x("+") denote the matrix whose (k,a)-entry is 1
fo:
E 7 and zero otherwise. Then, by using Laplace's expansion, the following holds:
be elements of
which is a unit of df. From this and since the ideal 1,.A,(Kf) is generated by det(A1Kf)'s for all I E I, we have I,.A,(Kf) = A,. This equality over Af gives (6) for a sufficiently large integer I.
From (5) and (6), the relation CfEF(fC) c C I E I A p l holds. Therefore we conclude that the relation ClEI h p 1 = A holds. In the followjng we first consider that the matrix (~l E l s a1XYDIXI) is 2-nonsingular and show that the IEID IETl plant is stabilized by the matrix C of (9) . After showing it, we will be co_ncemed with the case where the matrix (CIEIl arX"j1XI) is 2-singular.
Suppose that the matrix ( C I E z l a r X Y D~?~) is 2 -nonsingular. To prove that C is a stabilizing controller of P, it is sufficient to show that (P, C) E Fad and that four blocks of (I) are over A.
We first show that (P,C) E 3 -d . The following matrix equation holds:
Thisshowsthatdet(E,+CP)isaunitofFsothat(P,C) E Next we show that four blocks of (1) are over A. The
Pd.
(2,2)-block is the inverse of (IO):
Similarly, simple calculations show that other blocks are also over A as follows: Consider now the following matrix equation over A I I.
[ where Z is a matrix over A such that X;Z is the zero matrix for some positive integer z. Since. w is a large positive integer, we can consider that the matrix arXyZ in (12) becomes the zero manix. Therefore, the (l,l)-block of (11) holds. Then the matrix of the right-hand side of (11) is Z-nonsi~@ar since both of the matrices D and aloXY0 det(XYoD1,)Dlo in the right-hand side of (11) are 2-nonsingular. Hence the first matrix of (11) is also 2-nonsingular by Remark4.l(iii). By [I] is artificial. we do not present here the construction of a stabilizing controller. However we can construct it as part (c) in the proof of Theorem3.1 (Since Anantharam in [I] did not consider the causality, we let 2 = {O} so that P = n. 6 
Recent Works
F~m P r o~s i t i o n 4 . 1 , w e h a v e T~~T~ hl 7"(P,C). Theauthors are now interested in the parameterization of stabilizing controllers using this isomorphism. Let us suppose that P is stabilizable and C is its stabilizing comroller. Then TH(P, C) is free and so is the direct sum T p @ IC. Hence the plant Diag(P, C) becomes to have both right-/left-coprime factorizations. We can now parameterize easily the stabilizing controllers of Diag(P, C). Using it, the parameterization of the stabilizing controllers of the plant P will be obtained. The deals will be will be reported in the future.
